
Overview
This design represents a very literal interpretation of the WCC 
Identity Manual. This manual suggests a very clean, almost sterile, 
presentation. I believe this approach is beneficial to the World 
Council of Churches for several reasons. First, a clean design (one 
without heavy use of drop shadows, borders, gradients, textures 
etc) is less contextual and therefore more hospitable to a diverse 
audience. Second, a clean design is less subject to design trends 
thereby increasing longevity and limiting the "dated" feel. Third, a 
clean design places a greater emphasis on content which leads the 
reader to a deeper level of engagement. 

Visually, with very few exceptions, I have kept to the core 
white/black/red colors from the WCC Identity Manual. In addition 
to achieving the aforementioned simplicity, this approach also 
helps make the photographs/images "pop" which maximizes their 
intended emotional response. The design also makes use of 
generous amounts of "negative space." These negative spaces 
(empty areas below quicklinks, in the header between the logo and 
the liturgy, around the search area, etc) give the eye opportunities 
to rest and make the site feel more open. 

The layout is based off of a 16 column vertical grid which is 
broken down into 4 equally sized columns (see grid illustration). 
This symmetry makes it very easy to detect the boundaries of 
various content sections. These generous column widths also 
ensure there are enough characters per line to make the copy 
pleasant to skim.

The following are brief descriptions of some of the design 
decisions and will also touch on some of the above principles.

Header:
The header follows the "web site" version of the logo per the WCC 
Identity Manual. Its placement in the upper left acts as the 
foundation for the left->right, top->bottom flow of the site 
organization. There is ample amount of negative space in the 
header both to make it stand out and to allow for resizing slightly 
under an 800px width.
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Liturgy:
The colored bar and liturgical title are designed to rotate according 
to the current liturgical day or season (see liturgy illustration). I 
have previously written a simple conditional function (in php) that 
can make these items change dynamically according to the date. In 
terms of design, the splash of color helps to prevent the clean 
design from feeling too “corporate” yet is restrained so that it does 
not compete with the impact of the logo or the photographs. More 
importantly, representation of the liturgy can help focus the sense 
of community between the various member churches and adds 
another theological lens through with the site's content is engaged.



Liturgy Palatte (incomplete)

Advent (Blue)

Advent *3rd Wk (Pink)

Christmas/Easter (Gold)

Ordinary Time (Green)

Good Friday (Black)

Pentecost (Red)



Navigation:
The top level navigation design mirrors the signage inside the 
WCC offices as presented in the WCC Identity Manual.
The next sub level of navigation will behave as a "flyout" in the 
parent elements but will appear inline when content within the 
subnavigation set is active (see navigation illustration).
Keeping all of the navigation together in a vertical column solves 
several content challenges:

1. consistency between top level navigation and sub 
navigation

2. flexibility for long page titles
3. flexibility for multiple levels of subnavigation
4. continuity with the left->right, top->bottom organization

The proximity between the navigation, the search form, and the 
quicklinks creates a universal location for all things related to 
traversing the site. This improves usability yet also makes it easier 
to mentally "ignore" the navigation area when the user's focus is on 
the content. It also keeps the header area clean bringing slightly 
more content above the fold.

Search:
The search button follows after the navigation to reinforce its use 
as an alternate browsing method.

RSS/Email Signup:
The subscription services are structured together. The feed link will 
lead to a page listing the various RSS feeds while the mail link will 
lead to the email list signup page.

Quicklinks:
Though previous discussion suggested the quicklinks could be 
removed, I think they are useful and wanted to see if I could keep 
them available. They are a great way to bring attention to items 
that would otherwise be obscured by the nested navigation. The 
conciseness of the top level navigation allows for the perfect 
amount of space for a few quick links. Lightening their contrast 
prevents the quicklinks from competing with either the main 
navigation or the main content.
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Feature:
The feature area serves as an introduction to the primary work of 
the WCC. Therefore it shares a large responsibility in engaging 
visitors to the homepage. The large photographs and strongly 
emphasized summaries capture the viewer's attention. In keeping 
with the left->right, top->bottom pattern, each feature moves from 
summary to involvement to features and finally to resources. Some 
space does need to be kept below the "get involved" copy to 
accommodate how the content will grow as the page width is 
reduced in the fluid layout.

FEATURE – NAVIGATION:
The raised red tab stands out to call attention to the feature 
navigation. Non-active feature navigation links have a slightly 
transparent background so the photographs are not completely 
obfuscated. The active feature is indicated by an arrow, similar to 
the 3rd level of the main navigation.

FEATURE – GET INVOLVED: 
The get involved content occupies the full right column of the 
feature to provide flexibility long or short amounts of content.

FEATURE – NEWS/STORIES:
The featured items within the feature area come last and provide a 
segue to the global news and events which follow.



News/Events:
The news and events sections contain abbreviated lists of recent 
news and events and links to the main news and events pages. Both 
the titles and the "read more" text are linked to the full news or 
events story. 
*I have noticed that many larger news oriented sites have been moving 
away from the "read more" links such that we may want to reconsider 
whether they are still necessary.

The Prayer Cycle:
Having content in all three columns at the bottom of the page helps 
maintain a sense of balance. I chose the prayer cycle simply as an 
example, though other sections may certainly be more suitable for 
different times. Promotional Banners may also go in this area, an 
example of which can be found on the witness iteration.

Footer/Copyright:
Like the header, the footer is kept simple per the suggestion of the 
identity document and includes ample negative space.

http://scottlenger.com/oikoumene/v1/3.php
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